Evaluation of Feature Subsets for Classification of Cardiotocographic Recordings
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Abstract

Electronic fetal monitoring - continuous recording of the cardiotocogram (CTG) - consisting of fetal heart rate (fHR) and tocographic signals, is a method used for intrapartal evaluation of the well being of the fetus. In this paper we evaluate several subsets of features for outcome classification of the pregnancy based on the CTG recording of the last 20 minutes preceding actual delivery. The features subsets are created based on PCA, information gain and Group of Adaptive Models Evolution (GAME) neural network feature selection algorithm. Our data set consisted of 104 intrapartum recordings including 18 pregnancies with acidemia reflected in umbilical artery pH<7.20. The results show that the best subset consisting of mix of time-domain and non-linear features performs consistently over the whole data set with sensitivity and specificity over 70%, which is well comparable to interobserver variations.

1. Introduction

Being born is one of the most critical events in our live. After an intrauterine growth and development a baby is going to establish itself as an independent individual. To handle the labour stress, a fetus has to be equipped with a defense mechanism. A good understanding of the way individual fetus reacts to the stress of labour helps us to intervene in appropriate manner when a fetal defense has been activated, but before risk of long-term sequel increases.

To be more specific, during labour fetus can repetitively suffer by oxygen insufficiency and as a consequence the metabolic acidosis can be developed. Severe hypoxic injury can leads to neurodevelopment disability and cerebral palsy or even death. Electronic fetal monitoring (EFM) can be used to diagnose the hypoxia and thus prevent these adverse outcomes.

EFM has become a generally accepted method for the fetal surveillance during pregnancy and labour and offers important information about the fetus behavior. EFM involves the cardiotocogram (CTG), which consists of two signals, i.e. the intrauterine pressure (IUP) and the instantaneous activity of fetal heart (fHR) or as recently introduced fetal electrocardiogram (fECG). The introduction of CTG monitoring to clinical practice significantly reduced the incidence of birth asphyxia; however, on the other hand it has contributed to the rise of cesarean section [1]. This has been a consequence of poor interpretation of fetal behavior and CTG signals. The guidelines for CTG were introduced [2, 3] in order to improve the interpretations and thus lower the number of born children with acidosis and decrease the rate of cesarean sections as well.

Even though the guidelines are long time available, the poor interpretation of CTG still persists [4, 5]. The variation is not only inter-observer but also intra-observer [6, 7]. The introduction of fECG ST analysis, provided by STAN, to clinical practice improved the outcome of labour [8, 9]. A recently published paper [1] concluded that the main reason for the poor outcomes lies in the generally poor standard of CTG interpretation and the contribution of human factor as well. Therefore, more intense training on CTG interpretation should be performed [4, 5] or more cost-effective solution by developing an expert system [1] should be used.

2. Data used

Data used for this particular study were collected on STAN S21 system that allows acquisition of the fetal heart rate via scalp electrode – method used in about one fifth (21) of our recordings. Those recordings had more accurate signals comparing to the rest of the fHR
obtained using ultrasound electrode used with the same device.

The dataset consisted of 104 intrapartal recording was selected containing 18 recording with umbilical artery pH < 7.20 – considered pathological. The rest of signals had umbilical artery pH > 7.20 and thus were considered normal. All the deliveries were in between 38th and 41st gestational weeks.

All the recordings had been 20 minutes long with the starting point not further then 25 minutes before the actual delivery – disconnecting of the electrodes.

3. Data preprocessing

The fHR signals were initially preprocessed - where preprocessing involved partial removal of artifacts and, more importantly, correction of the bpm levels.

This type of correction is presented in Figure 1 where fHR is shown in raw and corrected state and also the intrauterine pressures signal is depicted there as well.

The fHR contains a lot of artifacts caused by mother and fetal movement or displacement of the transducer. In general, the amount of missing data ranges between 20% and 40% of all the data. The preprocessing part is therefore of a major importance and significantly affects consequent analysis of the fHR. We employed the preprocessing process used by Bernardes et al. [10, 12]. That is, whenever there is difference between successive beats higher than 25 bpm the linear interpolation is applied. The interpolation is between the first of two samples and first sample of a new stable segment, where five successive beats with difference lower than 10 beats between them are consider as a stable segment. The results are shown in Figure 2. Let’s note that artifacts occur mostly at the end of labour because it is very stressful period.

The pre-processing of the CTG data is very important step and in our case consisted of several steps. Firstly gaps in the signal containing only zeros had to be dealt with. Gaps shorter then 3 minutes were linearly interpolated. The longer then 3 minutes gaps were considered as segment division (final segment did not contain signal with longer then 3min gap). In the second step artifacts were removed. All peaks differing more than 25% from the median of preceding 3 beats were replaced by that median. Then resampling of the irregularly sampled data (CTG as well as TOCO signal) to the 4 Hz sampling frequency took place using Hermite transformation. As the last pre-processing step we have filtered the data using moving average filtering. As a result of the pre-processing we have obtained one 20 minute long segment as close to the delivery as possible from each recording.

4. Feature extraction and selection

From the preprocessed 20 minute long segments 41 features had been extracted. Those features can be divided into several categories.

First are the morphological features introduced by the FIGO guidelines that describe the shape and changes of the baseline such as baseline mean and median, number of accelerations and decelerations present in the recording, long-term and short term variability, interval index etc. More detailed description of the features can be found in [2, 13].

The second category of features were those used routinely in adult HRV evaluation such as NN50, RMSSD, as well as the frequency features describing the amounts of energy in different energy bins [14].
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The last category of features we have computed is the set of nonlinear features. Nonlinear features had been proven to reveal clinical relevant information of fHR that is not apparent in time and frequency domains [15]. This category included sample and approximate entropy, Poincare plot descriptors; and fractal dimensions characteristics [16, 17].

For the selection of the feature subsets with more generalized descriptive capabilities we have used three different methods – PCA and information gain methods as provided by WEKA [18] software and GAME feature selection algorithm [19]. The features included at least in two of the three subsets were used to create the fourth subset of features – the metaselection subset.

5. Results

The three used selection methods provided three slightly different subsets of features that can be seen in the Table 1. The metaselection subset was acquired from the subsets whenever the 2 out of 3 rule was satisfied.

Before the classification stage we had to balance the feature sets. We have used the synthetic minority oversampling technique as described in [20].

Table 1: Features selected according to the method used. The detailed description of the features can be found in the references mentioned in the section 2. II in the abbreviations stands for interval index, Fd – fractal dimension, DFA – detrended fluctuation analysis index, LTV – long term variability, LF_HF ratio of the energies in Low and High frequency bins, ApEn approximate entropy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature selection method</th>
<th>Features selected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PCA</td>
<td>baselineSD, deltaTotal, meanLTV, medianLTV, fdBoxCountDs, ApEn, meanII, baselineMean, medianII, baselineSD, deltaTotal, LF_HF, MF, meanLTV, meanSTV, meanII, fdBoxCountDs, FdHiguchiDs, baselineMean, stdLTV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InfoGain</td>
<td>baselineSD, meanII, FdHiguchiDl, baseline_Mean, ApEn, DFA_1, fdBoxCountDs, deltaTotal, LF_HF, baselineSD, deltaTotal, meanII, medianLTV, fdBoxCountDs, ApEn, baselineMean,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAME-NN selection</td>
<td>baselineSD, meanII, FdHiguchiDl, baseline_Mean, ApEn, DFA_1, fdBoxCountDs, deltaTotal, LF_HF, baselineSD, deltaTotal, meanII, medianLTV, fdBoxCountDs, ApEn, baselineMean,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MetaSelection</td>
<td>baselineSD, deltaTotal, meanII, medianLTV, fdBoxCountDs, ApEn, baselineMean,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the classification - evaluation of the feature sets we have used the GAME neural network and the results are presented in the Table 2.

Table 2: Results of the evaluation of the feature subsets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feat. subset</th>
<th>Sensitivity [%]</th>
<th>Specificity [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PCA</td>
<td>69,0</td>
<td>71,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InfoGain</td>
<td>65,5</td>
<td>64,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAME-NN selection</td>
<td>72,0</td>
<td>65,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MetaSelection</td>
<td>75,0</td>
<td>72,5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Discussion and conclusions

We have evaluated performance of several subsets from the 41 computed features. The best results achieved were achieved by the set handpicked based on the automatic selection method results. Results of more than 70% sensitivity and specificity are comparable with the interobserver variability. Nevertheless there are some issues namely the oversampling of the pathological cases as well as the exact start of the recording that had to be focused in the future in order to confirm the general nature of the features selected.

It should be helpful to include other additional information about the state of the patient such as age and possible risk factors as well as utilization of the information provided by the STAN system such as QRST ratio or width of the QRS complex.
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